
 



 

JANUARY 2014 

THIS MONTH 

So we kick off on volume 6 of the Romsey Modeller that makes this the 71
st

 edition that we have put together 

– well over 2000 pages and at around 10 hours an issue that’s about a month of my life! – it’s a good job I 

enjoy doing it. Of course we can also add the hours and hours that our contributors has also devoted to the 

project , which makes this a remarkable source of information on our hobby. 

This year looks to be another cracker for the club, I hope that we continue the growth in membership and lay 

the ground work for our own show which I hope we can arrange for next year. We have plenty of shows to 

attend with the likely hood of a few new ones; our new display should turn a few heads during the year. 

This edition starts with coverage of our annual competition, congratulations to Gray in getting his name on the 

club trophy for the first time, considering he has only been back modelling for a couple of years the quality of 

his work is inspirational. 

We also have build articles from mysel , Richard on Nigel , a word on attending shows with the club from Paul 

and some personal thoughts on the hobby from Nigel and Gray. 

I look forward to seeing you at our first meeting of the year on Wednesday. 

 

Tony 

IPMS Club Secretary  

P.S.    I almost forgot to remind you that there is no club night extra in January (the first Wednesday falls on Jan 

1
st

.) 

 

  

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater 

for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we 

often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also 

attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just 

come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for 

details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

 

  

YEOVILTON SHOW 

The 2014 show season gets off with our traditional trip down the A303 to Yeovilton and the Fleet Air Arm 

Museum on Saturday 15
th

 Feb where we expect to take up our usual with  18ft of table space near the Corsair. 

The show does include a senior competition in which we have previously done well. We have 5 free entries for 

our exhibitors and as normal will pay the entry of any member exhibiting in excess of our allocation. 

We will arrange transport for both shows for those interested at our early February meeting. 

And while we are on the subject of shows…. 

 

SHOW ETIQUETTE BY PAUL ADAMS   

We are on the eve of another busy year of model shows in 2014, kicking off with our customary visit to 

Yeovilton’s spring show . 

The club has expanded its membership significantly in recent years, and some of those newer members are 

beginning to attend shows and display at the table. I therefore thought it worthwhile providing some pointers 

for those with a little less experience than others and maybe those that need a reminder! Please understand 

these are not rules, just best practice. 

 Transport – If you’re keen to attend a show, organising your transport is a priority. Please take 
personal responsibility to arrange this, don’t rely on one person organising everyone. More often than 
not, members travel together. If this is the case, please offer to share fuel costs or purchase lunch etc 
for the driver, as a means of gratitude. 

 Arrive in good time – In order that you can help set the table up and therefore share the workload. 
Normally one or two members will be co-ordinating the display on the day – just ask what you can do 
to help. 

 Bring enough models – but not more than the table allows for. Less is more in my opinion. Check how 
much table space the club has before piling 30 models into the car!! A rough guide is we need 10 
models (depending on size) for every 6 foot of table space.  
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 Selling unwanted model kits – at the table is fine at most shows (there are sometimes limitations)  
but make sure you’re around to sell them! Leaving it to others is unfair. If others have agreed to help, 
mark the price you wish for the item (or leave a list) and leave a float of cash for change. 

 Be at the table – Please allow for some of your day to be spent at the table. It’s only fair that 
everyone gets time to look at the show, shop and chat to friends as well as you. If you’re off for a look 
around, let someone know, and, at what time you’ll be back.  

 Stick around – for packing up. The club has a lot of display gear these days, and the more that help, 
the sooner we all get away, plus it helps as our transport is usually some distance from the display 
hall.    

 

We would encourage as many as possible to attend model shows with the club, particularly as many good 

models never get to our show tables, and I hope that those who follow these guidelines will help make the day 

out more enjoyable for all in attendance.     

 

MODEL SHOPS 

With Model Zone shutting just before Christmas ( now being resurrected in a smaller form by WH Smiths) it 

was further disappointed to receive this email from Malcolm Pike the former owner of Just Add Imagination in 

Botley. 

Dear Tony,  

We're writing to let you know that we've decided to close the Just Kits & Models business to pursue 

other business interests outside of retailing. We will take with us fond memories of our time trading as a 

model shop but can no longer invest the time necessary to properly support this business given our other 

commitments. 

We wish the club continued success and healthy membership. 

Happy modelling! 

Best regards, 

Malcolm & Brenda Pike 

Just Kits & Models  

 

I have replied wishing Malcolm and Brenda all the best for the future and thanking them for their support for 

the club. 

 

A NOTE FROM PAT CAMP 

As I know you all like airports, perhaps you would like to build one of these in your loft ?…….. 

It is a bit boring to watch all the way through – but it is worth “dipping” into as there are some surprises there 

(such as at 2:22, 3:45, 7:45 minutes and 12:05 minutes in). 

http://www.youtube.com/embed/gn1qMYfFrro 

 

Pat 

  

http://www.youtube.com/embed/gn1qMYfFrro
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ROMSEY MODELLERS’ ANNUAL COMPETITION 2013    

December’s club meeting saw the announcement of winners of each category of our annual competition. 

Followed by the voting and awarding of the John Cox Memorial Trophy for the club’s best model of 2013. 

The category winners were announced by competition secretary Sean Summers. The class winners were:  

Class 1 -  Aircraft 1/72nd scale and below    -   Sean Summers: Paper Doll 

  

Class 2  - Aircraft above 1/72nd scale   - Gray Sharpling : Lynx HMA8  

  

Class 3  - Military Vehicles  -  Steve Edwards: Panzer III 

  

Class 4  - Figures  - Malcolm Grant: Normandy 1940 
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Class 5 -  Civilian Vehicles – Nick Burden : Beryls Bloomers 

  

Class 6  - Ships Chris Marston : HMS Cougar 

  

Class 7  - Dioramas – Russell Eden : Broken down SDKFZ 251 
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Class 8  - Sci Fi, Fantasy and Real Space - Gray Sharpling: USS Enterprise 

  

Class 9 – Miscellaneous : Russell Eden: Druids Cottage 

  

The class winners were then brought forward to compete for the John Cox memorial Trophy awarded for the 

best model of 2013.  

 

This year’s winner was Gray Sharpling with his Lynx HMA8  
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Gray received the John Cox memorial trophy from Sean Summers

 

 

ANNUAL COMPETITION : THE VOTES 

CLASS 1 -  AIRCRAFT 1/72ND  SCALE AND BELOW  

Entry Entrant Model  1
st
 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

1 Steve Hall Hunter  I I 3  

2 Steve Hall Sea king I I I 6  

3 Sean Summer Paper Doll IIIIIIII IIIIIIIII II 44 Gold 

4 Tony Adams Hawker Typhoon 1B IIIIIII IIII IIIIIII 36 Silver 

5 Simon 

DeMontefalcon 
F8FR Twin Mustang IIIIII IIII I 25 Bronze 

6 Tony Adams FW190-A8 III III II 17  

7 Tony Adams Vampire I III IIIIIIIII 18 Commended 

8 Will Booth BE4 I II III 10  

CLASS 2  - AIRCRAFT ABOVE 1/72ND SCALE  

Entry Entrant  Model 1
st

 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

9 
Tony Adams Gloster Javelin IIIIIIIII IIIIIII IIIIIIII 42 Silver 

10 
Sean Summers FAA Hellcat I IIIIIIIIIIII IIIII 32 Bronze 

11 
Keith Farmer Sea Harrier II  II 8  

12 
Gray Sharpling Lynx HMA8 IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII IIIIII 49 Gold 
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CLASS 3  - MILITARY VEHICLES  

Entry Entrant  Model 1
st

 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

14 Russell Eden SWS Panzerwerfer IIIII IIIIIIIII IIIII 38 Silver 

15 Steve Edwards Panzer III 
IIIIIIIIIIIII

II 
III IIIIII 57 Gold 

16 Chris Marston Willy’s Jeep  IIIII III 13  

17 Malcolm Grant Cromwell MKIV IIII IIII IIIIII 26 Commended 

45 Malcolm Grant Last of the Tigers III IIIIII IIIIIII 28 Bronze 

CLASS 4  - FIGURES  

CLASS 5 -  CIVILIAN VEHICLES  

Entry Entrant  Model 1
st

 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

21 Barry Sharman Hendrickson Hulk IIII IIIII II 24 Bronze 

22 Nick Burden Beryls Bloomers IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIII III 52 Gold 

23 Lee Gilbert Black Rock Shooter lexus  II III 7  

24 
Sean 

Biddlecombe 
Camaro Pro-Stock IIII IIIIII III 27 Silver 

25 Jim Bettley 
Black rat County Pursuit 

Vehicle 
III I II 13  

26 
Sean 

Biddlecombe 
1962 Pontiac Catalina I IIIII IIIII 18 Commended 

27 Russell Eden Dog Days IROC Z II  II 8  

28 Malcolm Grant The Italian Job   III IIIIII 12  

CLASS 6  - SHIPS  

13 
Nick Burden Piper Cub III I IIIIII 17 Commended 

Entry Entrant Model 1
st

 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

29 Malcolm Grant Normandy 1940 IIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII I 57 Gold 

30 Karol Wicinski Formoza Diver IIIIIIIII IIIIII IIIIIIIII 48 Silver 

31 Russell Eden Fairies Wear Boots IIIIII IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII 42 Bronze 
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Entry Entrant Model 1
st

 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

18 Russell Eden Prussian Fleet IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII 49 Silver 

19 Chris Marston HMS Cougar 
IIIIIIIIIIIII

III 
IIIIIII III 65 Gold 

20 Sean Summers Type 74 IIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII 41 Bronze 

CLASS 7  - DIORAMAS  

Entry Entrant Model  1
st

 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

32 Russell Eden Broken down SDKFZ 251 IIIIIIIII IIIII IIIII 42 Gold 

33 Brian Sampson Comanche III III III 18  

34 Malcolm Grant May 1940 II IIII IIIII 19  

35 Brain Sampson Restoration III IIIIII IIIIIII 28 Bronze 

36 Karol Wicinski (Hi) Story Telling  IIIIIII III I   28* Silver 

37 Steve Edwards C’est Tigre III IIIIII IIIII 26 Commended 

* Receives Silver award due to a higher amount of first place votes. 

CLASS 8 – SCI FI, FANTASY AND REAL SPACE 

Entry Entrant Model 1
st

 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

38 
Death Plays the 

Hogfather 
Keith Hawkins  I IIIIIII 9 Commended 

39 Das Engel Sean Summers II IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIII 35 Bronze 

40 USS Enterprise  Gray Sharpling IIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIII III 56 Gold 

41 The Summoning Russell Eden IIIIIIIIIII IIII IIII 45 Silver 

CLASS 9  - MISCELLANEOUS  

Entry Entrant  Model 1
st

 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

42 Karol Wicinski P11C IIIIIIIII IIIIIII IIIIIIIII 50 Silver 

43 Russell Eden Druid’s Cottage 
IIIIIIIIIIIII

I 
IIIIIII IIIII 61 Gold 

44 Steve Edwards ‘I Crept into the Crypt’ IIII IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII 46 Bronze 
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JOHN COX MEMORIAL TROPHY 

* Receives Silver award due to a higher amount of first place votes. 

 

A LITTLE FOKKER (DR1) BY NIGEL ROBINS  

The Airfix Fokker DR1 Tri plane dates from 

1957 and with the Roden and Revell offerings 

available really is an obsolete kit. That said, 

purely out of nostalgia I wanted to have one 

in my collection. I had made the kit many 

times as a child, it being one of the few Great 

War aircraft that a youngster can successfully 

build in the Airfix range. Often I would 

purchase the Dogfight Doubles series two 

boxing also featuring the Bristol Fighter (Inevitably built by me as a monoplane) mainly because I loved the box 

art – it remains one of my favourite Roy Cross box tops to this day. 

Back in September I bought an old suitcase full of 20 made up kits at the Eastleigh swap meet for the princely 

sum of £10.00 Despite much mirth from the Southampton Club members present, inside were a number of 

made up, largely complete aircraft, including a red plastic Airfix DR1. This had been built by a child and was put 

together pretty well, with a slightly wonky undercarriage and one propeller blade missing, though the broken 

bit was rattling around at the bottom of the case. The decals, which were applied badly, were the old thick 

Airfix kit ones which are, in fact, inaccurate for Richthofen s machines though they look pretty striking. 

I thought, what the hell, let’s see what this kit really was like, I remember it being pretty good aged 8 but then 

all kits were good at that age. 

To start with the model is slightly small, certainly compared to the Revell kit. The machine guns are just blobs; 

there is no cockpit detail, only a spike for the pilot to sit on and he can best be described as a representation of 

Entry Entrant Model 1
st

 

(3pts) 

2
nd

 

(2pts) 

3
rd

 (1pt) Total Placing 

3 Sean Summers Paper Doll I  II 5  

12 Gray Sharpling Lynx HMA8 IIIIIII IIIIIII  35 1
st

  

15 Steve Edwards Panzer III IIIII IIII II 25* 2
nd

  

29 Malcolm Grant Normandy 1940 I II  7  

22 Nick Burden Beryl’s Bloomers III IIIII IIIIII 25 3
rd

  

19 Chris Marston HMS Cougar II III II 14  

32 Russell Eden Broken Down SDKFZ 251 II II IIIII 15 4
th

  

40 Gray Sharpling USS Enterprise   IIII 4  

43 Russell Eden Druids Cottage II  I 7  
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a human being. There were heavy injector pin marks on the undersides of the wings, a huge slot for the stand 

underneath the fuselage and the propeller is far too small and the wrong shape. 

The biggest problem which confronted me, however, 

was that this model was assembled with good glue 

and so would not come apart easily, despite, 

probably, dating from the late sixties or early 

seventies. Therefore there is some work I could not 

finish to the standard I would have liked, in 

particular, the thorough removal of the injector pin 

sink marks. Despite these challenges I replaced the 

machine guns with scratch built items, produced a 

rudimentary cockpit, filled the stand slot and 

corrected the dodgy undercarriage. 

 I decided to finish the model as one of the prototype 

machines given to Werner Voss and Richthofen in September 1917 these being slightly smaller than the 

production machines (Though I have since 

learnt that their tail planes were slightly 

different from the Airfix kit) The base coat 

paint work is all acrylic, starting with a sky 

blue base with Humbrol Enamel olive green 

streaked across the fuselage and the usual 

weathering washes etc. The decals are Revell 

and are just awaiting the works number 

which is, again, different from all production 

machines. 

In summary, the Airfix kit can only be a 

nostalgia build because of its faults and due 

to the superior kits currently available. For 

those wanting an accurate DR1 Roden and 

Revell both produce excellent kits, the Roden is trickier, has nicer decal options and extra bits whereas the 

Revell is equally good and an easy build.  
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AIRFIX 1/72 HAWKER HURRICANE MK1 BY TONY ADAMS  

 

When I sat down at my modelling table at the start of the Xmas holiday I had a choice to make, with 10 days 

off work , what will be my Xmas build? It wasn’t as if I didn’t have enough kits in my stash (which incidentally 

has now morphed into two, with the primary stash in the loft and a secondary “high readiness stash” in my 

modelling bathroom workshop). I wanted something that I could complete quickly before staring on a more 

substantial project (see next month’s Romsey Modeller) in the new year, the newly released fabric wing 

Hurricane Mk I was just the ticket.  

Once again Airfix continues with their excellent recent releases, on opening the series one box I was presented 

with three great quality grey plastic sprues plus a very clear transparent sprue. The detail of the fabric wing 

looked just right while I was pleased to note a reduction in the sprue gates which allowed the parts to be 

removed from the sprue without damage. 

The boxing provides options for two pre war Hurricanes, an early 1938 RAF machine  and a later 1940 Belgium 

Air Force aircraft with armoured windscreen; I went for the RAF scheme. 

Construction starts through adding the wheel well walls and undercarriage hydraulic cylinder which were 

painted silver, this resulted in a very busy looking wheel well, impressive for a series 1 kit. Next came the 

cockpit, which consisted of 6 parts alongside detailed cockpit sides and an instrument panel decal. All of which 

when painted and dry brushed produced a nicely detailed office, particularly considering the amount that 

would be visible through the heavily framed canopy. I cut seat belts from wine bottle foil (which meant I had 

to open the bottle – shame). After recovering from the hangover the belts were painted and fitted to the seat. 

Looking at the sprues there are a number of unused parts including seat armour and a three bladed prop – 

already for a BoB metal wing variant in 2014 which will go nicely with my Airfix Spitfire 1a. 
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Great detail for the scale for the wheel well (top left)  and cockpit 

Pretty soon the fuselage was slapped together using my normal technique of running liquid cement (Mr 

cement ) along the joint and squeezing lightly to form a molten plastic ridge along the joint which when 

sanded produces an invisible seam. 

The build was now progressing rapidly as the 

wings and tailplane was attached, practically no 

joint rework was required, the fit being spot on. A 

minor quibble, the joint at the training edge of the 

wing fuselage is a bit thick and if I was to re do the 

model I would consider thinning it down.  

The radiator was added along with the forward 

canopy which I masked using bare metal foil after 

giving at a dip in Future to protect it from the CA 

glue it was attached with ( see later) . Once all the 

offices were plugged with blu tak or wet tissue I 

was ready to apply paint. 

First up was a cost of Tamiya fine primer sprayed 

from the can. I used white rather than my normal 

grey for two reasons  

1. I had run out of grey! 

2. The bottom of the starboard wing is 

white, so I was giving the painting a head start. 

 
  

 

A quick word on the instructions, Airfix have adopted a 

new 3D style on recent kits with sequence illustrations 

taken directly from the design CAD, they are very clear 

and should reduce the chance of cock up for less 

experienced modellers. Of course if like me you consider 

yourself above reading instructions (I am an Engineer!) 

than cock up will continue to be a major part of your 

modelling experience. 
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Tamiya White Fine Primer applied Pre shade using Taimya black X-1 

  

The starboard wing was masked before the bottom 

surfaces were sprayed gloss black 

The port wing was masked and the centre section 

spayed with Alcad Aluminium  

  
The undersurfaced masked Top surface painted with Mr Color Flat Earth 

  

Blu tak “sausages” was used to mask the camoflague 

patter ( forgot to take photo-Doh!) before spraying with 

Tamiya X-82 Dark Green  

The blu tak produces a soft edge between the camo 

colours 
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Once the main paint was dry I spayed the panel centres with the thinned principal colour lighted with white to 

suggest light weathering and break up the monotony of the block colour. With the painting complete the 

model was given a coat of Future ready for the decals. The cartograph details went on superbly requiring just a 

touch of settler to get them into the panel lines nicely. 

I have used Tamiya, Mr Colour,  Alcad and Future on top of one another and was a little worried that I would 

experience paint cracking ( see RM Aug 13) , this time all seems well , possibly as I left a good 24 hour between 

coats.  

  

Decals applied 

  

Flory dark wash sprayed over the model 

 

Exhaust manifolds were painted aluminium before 

stained using model mates rust effect 

The undercarriage and prop were painted and fixed to the model along with the exhaust manifolds. The 

cockpit canopy which I had previously masked and painted was fixed in the closed position and the whole 

model given a coat of Flory dark wash which was wiped off enough to highlight the panel lines and add a little 

grime to the wheel wells. Tamiya smoke (X-19) was sprayed on the fuselarge side to represent exhaust staining 

and along the panel lines in the aluminium areas as a post shade. A silver pencil added scrapes to the prop , 

wing leading edges and canopy.  

The model was then given a coat to matt varnish before crystal clear was used to provide the landing light in 

the centre of the fuselage. 

There just remained to remove the windscreen masking and it’ll be job done… 

Bugger… the windscreen was badly fogged from the CA used to fasten it ….. < add expletive here!> 

Fortunately as I mentioned earlier Airfix had supplied an additional armoured windscreen for the Belgium 

variant, so although not completely accurate I was able to complete the model without too much fuss. 

And that was it, I really enjoyed the build which was completed will before the end of Xmas allowing me to 

start another project. Another great release from Airfix who are getting better and better, a metal wing 

version will definitely be on my shopping list in 2014. 
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Flogged Non armored winscreen Replacement armored winscreen – not a massive 

problem unless you are a total rivit counter – which of 

course I’m not! 

PHOTOS OF THE COMPLETED MODEL 

Hawker Hurricane Mk 1 No 111 Squadron RAF Northolt England July 9
th

 1938 
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A FEW THOUGHTS ON NEW YEAR PROJECTS 2014 BY NIGEL ROBINS  

My intention is to re-appraise the piece that I wrote for the magazine in January 2013 and see how I actually 

did in 2013!!! 

THIS WAS MY PROPOSED BUILDING PLAN FOR 2013 AND MY THOUGHTS IN RED: 

HMS Hood 1920 1/600 – Awaiting finishing touches 

HMS Emperor of India 1925 1/600 – Awaiting paint work completion 

Spitfire V floatplane 1/72 – Awaiting paint work completion 

Dewotine D520 1/72 - Did not happen 

MS 406 1/72 - Did not happen 

Airfix Bomber support set 1/72 – Set bought, looked at and ideas formed 

Soyuz rocket 1/144 - Did not happen 

*****Absolutely cracking 100% failure!!!***** 

WHAT ACTUALLY GOT BUILT WAS: 

1/72 Corvette - Commission work 

Airfix MBB501 Helicopter 

Airfix Bristol Bulldog 

Airfix Hormone Helicopter 

Matador models Praying Mantis 

Airfix Fokker DR1 

WHAT GOT STARTED WAS: 

Matador models Chieftain 11 

Cromwell Panther AUSF G 

HMS Latonia (Airfix conversion) 

Airfix Harriers GR3 / GR5 

HMS Edinburgh (Airfix Conversion) 

MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES 

In 2013 I managed to move all of my modelling gear, books and  a lot of completed models into a  modelling 

room I created in my garage Under the flats: so warm,100% secure and 100% waterproof (Except for defective 

plumbing from the flat above - currently under repair) This created a bedroom in our flat from a workroom/ 

junk room. I have written and researched a piece on Burma vehicle camouflage schemes (Available free to all 

club members) and researched and written the definitive history of my grandfathers service in the Great War 

and WW2 

All of this took up modelling time but was necessary and as a result we have started 2014 in a significantly 

better position than we started 2013.  Both clubs, Southampton and Romsey had a successful season on the 

show circuit, culminating, with what can only been described as an excellent show at Scale model world 

Telford 2013. 
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SO WHAT DID I LEARN AND WHAT IS GOING ON IN 2014 

Modelling is my hobby and whilst I may intend to build certain models things happen and we should, perhaps, 

go with the flow sometimes. You can do this in your leisure activity, if not at work, Structure is good in that it 

focuses your thinking but life sometimes gets in the way, don`t be a slave to your hobby and family and other 

priorities must come first. Interests develop and suddenly you may become enthused with an idea for a 

particular project above everything else. Perhaps this should become your next model as if you are motivated 

you are keener to overcome all of the problems of a difficult build? I am not producing a list of models I am 

going to build this year but I will be producing something for the IPMS Southampton Telford themed display 

“Southampton 1944” but I am not saying what and I am looking forward to building the Airfix Supermarine 

Swift!!!   

Wishing you all Best Wishes and model making success in 2014 

 

AIRFIX 1/48 TSR 2 ‘WHAT IF’ BY RICHARD STEWART  

As I was losing my ‘Mojo’ on the Nimitz, I decided to build another 1/48 TSR 2 (well I have 4 unmade kits!). This 

time I decided to use as much etch and resin/white metal as possible for this project. 

I started as always with the Cockpit for which I used CMK’s example. What swayed me was the pre-painted 

etch for the instrument panels and the nicely moulded seats and cockpit tub. 

The instrument panel fronts were painted too light a blue so I repainted them the proper RAF blue grey as I 

was going to depict mine as a ‘What if’ with squadron colours of the mid-seventies. 

The backs of the instrument panels had instrumentation printed on so when attached to the front and a blob 

of clear gloss varnish applied to the instrument recess it gave the look of bezel. 

The seats were very nicely detailed with the seatbelts casually lying on the seat. This proved a challenge to 

paint and detail. I used a mix of acrylic paints and indelible ink engineers pens to achieve the desired results. 

  

Cockpit tub, seats and side walls painted & ‘nearly 

‘ready to fit 

Partially complete CMK navigators instrument panel 

with Pavla one as comparison. To be fair the Pavla 

one has more accurate locations of instruments and 

switches which took time to adapt on the CMK one 

A fair bit of ‘fit and fill’ was used to get the cockpit tub fitted just right in the fuselage but the extra effort was 

worth it. 
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A fair bit of time spent fitting the tub in place together 

with lots of filling along the tops of both rear 

bulkheads where they meet the fuselage 

Both main and nose undercarriage bays were primed 

in grey primer, and then lightly sprayed in matt white. 

Certain areas were highlighted then they were both 

weathered with a coat of future mixed with pastels. 

When dry the bays were sealed with matt varnish 

 

Before the fuselage went together I used a Cammett resin undercarriage bay which corrected the extended 

squat of the original one. The detail of this unit was amazing and was a shame that only the rear would be 

showing as the aircraft was going to be displayed as operational and so would not have the front doors open. I 

still detailed the entire bay though as I will know it’s been done!! 

I fitted this to the aircraft using super glue initially but then strengthened with Araldite as to the loads this will 

have to take  

I was also using Cammett intakes as the aircraft will be in a ‘ready for action’ state and so will be poised with 

auxiliary intakes open. These went on very well and saved a lot of issues with trying to modify the originals. As 

I found out on my first build. 

  

Impressed with the intakes! Once the fuselage was together I strengthened the 

rear with wooden braces 

The fuselage was finally brought together and all seems were filled and sanded. On the rear I added wooden 

bracing as I found with my previous 1/48 TSR 2 it was a bit weak in this area and could put extra strain on the 

model with the weight of it.  

This is why I am also opting for white metal undercarriage struts, but more on that later. 
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Next on the blocks were the main wings and as it was be an operational TSR 2 then it requires wing mounted 

weapon pylons and again I opted for the Cammett one. To get the pylon location holes right you need your 

trusty steel ruler, dividers, set square and patients but it does pay off in the end. With the correctly located 

holes drilled the two wings half’s could now be cemented together.  

 

Measure twice and drill once!! 

The build continues!!! 

NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT!!! 

For Christmas I got my youngest boy an Airfix quick build, knowing that my children exhibit all of the attributes 

of today’s younger generation which is for instant results and no waiting. Well I was under the impression that 

he may require some help with the build. Well the answer was NO. The kit was similar to Lego models he has 

made before so no sprue to detach and clean up. The instruction are very clear and even the decals are 

stickers and so can handle the removal and repositioning. 

So 30 mins after starting the kit he was finished and was mightily impressed with the result. Now he wants to 

add to the collection! 

Well done to Airfix for some good market research   

 

  

  

‘That’s my boy’ And the finished product…. 
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WHICH KIT – A PERSONAL VOYAGE  BY GRAY SHARPLING  

A New Year starts, and new modelling projects beckon.  What to build?  2014 is starting out as something of an 

exception, as I decided to try and actually build a couple of kits from “the stash” instead of always buying new.  

My stash isn’t large by most club member’s standards (less than a dozen kits), but since they’re all on top of 

shelf-units in my home office (and not in the loft) it was becoming difficult for me to store any new purchases 

without making some room.  Hence my (for me) mega-quick one-month build of the USS Enterprise for the 

club’s November competition.  That was one box from the stash I could tick off as complete fairly quickly (for 

me). 

Unlike many, or even most of the modellers in 

the club, I tend to try and stick to just one 

project at a time.  It is difficult at times, but I 

prefer to work that way.  The main reason is that 

once I put project-A down in favour of project-B 

(the “new shiny”), I then find it extremely 

difficult to go back and re-start project-A.  This is 

a very personal thing, but in my subconscious it’s 

almost like I have given-up on project-A just by 

the fact that I’ve started on project-B.  That’s 

actually another reason why I’m looking at my 

stash instead of the retailers for kit sources this 

spring:  I had at least one barely-started project 

that I had put aside a couple of years ago, and 

the box had been staring back at me in a 

distinctly accusatory manner every time I looked up.  So I extracted the proverbial digit from the proverbial 

orifice, and have grabbed that just-begun kit from the shelf and have actually made some progress.  Hurrah! 

But like I said, this New Year’s resolution to build something out of the stash is an exception.  So I thought 

some of you might be interested in seeing my more normal decision-making process.  This all very subjective, 

and is by no means meant to be a guide for anybody else to follow.  We all have our own likes and dislikes, 

mine are just probably a little more eclectic than most?  Maybe? 

 WHICH GENRE? 

So when I try to decide which kit I want to build next, my first thought is to general subject matter.  I tend to 

be a bit of a gad-fly, and flit from one genre to another.  Aircraft, 

armour, science fiction, real-space, civilian vehicles, even the 

occasional ship.  I enjoy them all, and all are on my ever-growing 

“wants list”.  Admittedly, my wants-list probably has slightly 

more aircraft than any other genre, but I like to spread myself 

about and have never, and probably will never, limit myself to 

just one genre.  Nearly all genres hold some interest for me, so I 

am unlikely to build two kits in the same genre back-to-back.  

Having said that, I will immediately contradict myself as I am 

going exactly that right now!  But I consider this to be an 

aberration, and I do have extenuating circumstances that I won’t 

go into here.  But normally I would definitely feel the need to 

change genres after each kit.  To-date my record since I re-

started the hobby in 2011 shows this to be true:  aircraft 

(abandoned), armour, aircraft, space, helicopter, SF, aircraft (x2 currently under construction). 

 

Unlike many modellers I don’t have a massive stash 
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 WHICH SUBJECT? 

Once I have decided on the genre, then I choose the specific subject.  I wrote a 

whole article about this that was published in the December 2011 issue of the 

Romsey Modeller magazine, so I won’t repeat myself here.  Suffice it to say that 

I’m a child of the 60’s and 70’s, so whatever was latest and greatest in that era, 

or since then, is probably going to find favour more often than anything from 

before the 1950’s for example.  Yes, there are a few iconic classic exceptions to 

that, it’s not a hard-and-fast rule, but it’s just what I like.  That’s just me.  I did 

warn you this would be a personal voyage. 

 

 

 WHICH SCALE? 

Subject chosen, then scale is probably my next deciding factor.  Not too small that I can’t see the parts, or that 

my fat-fingered clumsiness won’t cope with.  Yet not so big that it won’t fit on the display shelves in the dining 

room, or that my meagre modelling skills haven’t a hope of doing justice to.  I don’t want to waste money on a 

big version of a subject and then not be able to complete it to a level of finish I would be satisfied with.  So for 

aircraft for example, I tend to like 1/48 scale best.  Certainly for fighter-type aircraft at least.  Big enough to 

have the level of detail I want to see, big enough that I can work with the parts, and paint it to my personal 

level of satisfaction.  1/32 would be too big 

for me I think.  I doubt I could to a 1/32 scale 

kit justice, and it wouldn’t fit anywhere in the 

house that the wife would approve of.  So it 

would be a waste of time and money.  1/72 

scale I find too small normally.  I can’t paint 

the details accurately enough when they’re 

that small.  If the aircraft itself were 

physically bigger, a bomber say, then I might 

look at 1/72 scale, or even 1/144 for 

something huge like a B-52 for example.  

Similarly armour.  1/72 is too small for me to 

physically handle without dropping or 

breaking some tiny part, and although I like the idea of 1/48 armour, the available selection of subjects is very 

small compared to 1/35.  So given that some of the armour subjects on my wants-list are a little esoteric (ie: 

not all WWII German armour), 1/35 is actually my only reasonable choice for scale. 

 WHICH MANUFACTURER? 

  
 

 

So with genre, specific subject, and scale chosen, the last question is which specific kit?  Or more accurately, 

which manufacturer?  In a very few cases, there is only one choice.  How many 1/48 single-seat Eurofighter 

Typhoon’s are there out there?  As far as I can tell, it’s Revell or nothing.  But in most cases, there are several 

 

1:2 scale can be a little impractical! 
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manufacturers to choose from.  It seems like almost every major kit manufacturer going has one or more 

versions of 1/48 scale F-16’s to choose from!  So which one? 

For me, this is where the internet comes in.  Research on the 

individual kits themselves.  Some manufacturers can be ruled out 

almost immediately (mentioning no names), unless theirs is the only 

choice.  But picking manufacturers almost at random, is the 

Hasegawa, Tamiya, Academy, or Hobby Boss version of aircraft-X the 

better actual kit?  Hasegawa and Tamiya have fantastic reputations, 

but some of their kits are just re-issues from moulds that date back 

to the 1980’s or even 1970’s.  Whereas the newer manufacturers 

from the far-east have been coming-up quickly in recent years.  

Hobby Boss/Trumpeter, Kitty Hawk and others can now boast better quality versions of some subjects than 

can the old stalwarts! 

There seem to be three main areas to consider when choosing which specific kit:  Engineering (or the “fit” of 

the kit), detail, and accuracy.  I list them in that order because, for me personally, that is probably the priority 

sequence I think about.  If a kit has good detail and is accurate to the real-life original, it’s no good to me if it’s 

a pig to actually put together.  Big panel gaps and ill-fitting parts will always take precedent - especially given 

my well-publicised hatred of filling, puttying and sanding.  But if it goes together well, then that will win out 

over rivet-counter levels of accuracy.  If it looks like the subject it’s meant to represent, then I don’t care if a 

certain wing-shape or fuselage bulge isn’t 100% perfect.  It’s still a <<insert subject here>>, even if the nose is 

fractionally the wrong shape or whatever. 

At least, that’s how I see it.  I am no rivet-counter 

by any stretch of the imagination.  If there is an 

easily-correctable, and very obvious fault, then I 

will consider fixing it.  But the emphasis here must 

be on the word “easily”.  If it involves drastic 

cutting or modification, then it’s just not worth the 

effort as far as I am concerned.  This is a hobby.  

It’s something I do for enjoyment.  So if it starts 

becoming hard work, in any meaning of the words, 

then it’s not worth the effort.  For me anyway.  I 

know other modellers will disagree with this 

fundamentally, and that is their prerogative.  I am 

not telling anybody how to enjoy their hobby.  This 

is just how I enjoy my hobby. 

The level of detail shown on the specific kit is sort of in the middle between these two.  However, I will almost 

always disregard a kit if it has raised panel-lines where they should be engraved for example.  Raised panel 

lines are far too “1960’s & 70’s Airfix” for me to cope with.  They never look right, and you can’t show them up 

with a nice wash.  Plus, harking back to my comments about accuracy above, the idea of sanding a model back 

and then re-scribing every panel line by hand is something that you will never, ever find me doing.  That is a 

perfect example of something being far too much work for me to even consider it.  I’ll find either a different 

manufacturer, or in the extreme case, find a completely different subject, rather than go through that hell. 

Usually though, I can find a kit that ticks all the right boxes.  It has no major fit issues, has engraved and crisp 

panel lines, and is accurate to the real-life original.  Sometimes it is hard to choose between several 

manufacturers of the same subject.  Is the Hasegawa, Academy, or new Hobby Boss version of the F-14 the 

“better” kit?  Given the reviews, all have their plus and negative points, and all are generally regarded as 

superb kits.  So then it’s much more of a personal judgement-call.  The old Hasegawa kit is known to have 

some minor fit issues, but is more detailed, whereas the new Hobby Boss kit is said to go together well, but 

doesn’t have quite the level of detail as the Hasegawa?  And this is just one example of many. 
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 DECISIONS, DECISIONS…  

Generally, recent moulds, from almost any reputable 

manufacturer, are light-years ahead of what was available in my 

youth.  Modern CAD/CAM and CNC manufacturing techniques 

mean there is almost no excuse for not making a new-tool kit 

that has both stunning levels of detail, and goes together 

superbly well.  Witness the recent offerings from Airfix, who 

have absolutely leapt up in the quality-stakes in recent years.  

Some of their kits are now considered to be The Definitive Article 

for certain subjects.  So it surprises me when some 

manufacturers (again I mention no names) seem to still be able to manage the feat of producing new tooling’s 

that just don’t go together very well at all, or that have obvious inaccuracies compared to the real-life original.  

How do they do it?  Whereas other manufacturers, such as Tamiya for example, just seem to get better and 

better.  We all thought their 1/32 Spitfire was the best thing we 

had ever seen.  Then they topped that with their 1/32 Mustang, 

and then topped it yet again with the Corsair.  And despite that 

level of just eye-popping detail, accuracy, and fit-quality, the 

after-market guys still brought out photo-etch enhancements 

and upgrades should you wish to go even further. I wasn’t sure 

it was even possible.  

Every year, the new kits announced seem to top what has gone 

before.  The 3D-printed test-shots of Airfix’s new 1/24 Typhoon 

seen at Telford last year just blew people away with the levels of detail.  I hope this trend doesn’t stop!  I 

rejoice in the fact that it gets harder and harder to choose which version of a particular kit to add to the wants-

list.  I seem to be constantly swapping out manufacturer-A’s version of a particular subject for manufacturer-

B’s new version, as it is just that bit better than what’s gone before.  Every time I see a new version of a subject 

that interests me, I just want to get it there and then.  I manage to restrain myself, mainly due to obvious 

financial reasons, but my wants-list grows and changes constantly.  I’m 16 again when it comes to modelling, 

and I’m loving every minute. 

MODELLING REFERENCES BY CARL THURSTON  

Carl our “honorary” US member regularly sends me links to various modelling resources around the web, rather 

than keep them to myself here is a selection of some the great information that can be viewed on the 

interweb…. 

Tony, this is a link to 40+ pages of WW 1 replica 

walkarounds. They are mostly aircraft.  

Extremely good, Carl 

http://wwimodeller.co.nz/category/walkarounds/ 

 

Tony, this is somewhat like last month piece. Carl http://militarymodels.co.nz/2010/07/22/is-modelling-

a-dying-hobby/ 

Tony, this is primarily an armor walk around site, with a 

few A/C thrown in. Most are in the gallery section. The MV-

22 tilt motor in the update part is great. A good resource 

for a tank modeller. Carl 

http://toadmanstankpictures.com/ 

Tony, there are 56 pages of walk arounds in this link. Carl http://www.net-maquettes.com/pictures/ 

  

http://wwimodeller.co.nz/category/walkarounds/
http://militarymodels.co.nz/2010/07/22/is-modelling-a-dying-hobby/
http://militarymodels.co.nz/2010/07/22/is-modelling-a-dying-hobby/
http://toadmanstankpictures.com/
http://www.net-maquettes.com/pictures/
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What a project!  Beautiful airplane! 

I think that you will enjoy this. Carl 

https://youtube.googleapis.com/v/TneYPcyGbbY%26a

utoplay=1%26rel=0 

Tony, this is a list of the IPMS Austin, Texas news letters.  

Carl 

http://www.austinsms.org/newsletter.php 

Tony this article is what I am using as a guide for my FAMO 

plus 88 MM gun. Mine, as I said is in 1/72nd. Carl 

http://www.militarymodelling.com/forums/postings.a

sp?th=43992 

Tony, this is the collection of pictures I will be using for 

references on my FAMO/88 MM gun build. Carl 

http://militarymodels.co.nz/2012/04/06/photo-

collection-sd-kfz-9-8-8cm-flak-37/ 

Tony, some short videos of WW 1 replicas. Carl http://www.mission4today.com/index.php?name=For

umsPro&file=viewtopic&t=18012 

Tony,If you go through the top video all the way, & from 

the selection at the end find the video for another Albatros 

DVa with a green tail. Go through that to the end & in the 

selection of videos at the end, down in the lower right hand 

corner you will find a 47 minute video on the Vulcan 

bombing mission to the Falklands in 1982.Carl 

http://www.mission4today.com/index.php?name=For

umsPro&file=viewtopic&t=18012 

Tony, a walk around site for the armor modellers in the 

club. Carl 

http://www.toadmanstankpictures.com/axis.htm 

Tony, this is out in California. Some of the club members 

might like a look. Carl 

http://home.comcast.net/~bzee1b/Chino/Chino.html 

Tony, this is a 44 + minute video that you might enjoy.  Carl https://www.youtube.com/embed/ceuU1UQuwVU?fe

ature=player_detailpage 

Tony, this is an absolutely fascinating site. Click on anything 

in blue color & you go to another section relating to the 

blue item. it is a huge site overall. Carl 

http://glostransporthistory.visit-

gloucestershire.co.uk/IPMS_2009.htm 

Tony, 20 pages of Phantom pictures for the club Phantom 

Phanatic. Carl 

http://forum.scramble.nl/viewtopic.php?f=80&t=4127

2&sid=cd8c6c80ede52793f454425986a0870d 

Tony, the “RR” scheme is one of my favorites & this is quite 

a large selection of pictures. Carl 

http://www.flickr.com/groups/1762706@N25/ 

Tony, this is a huge site. I have looked at the photo build & 

reference sections. The walk arounds are great, & the plans 

& drawings are too. Carl 

http://ipmscanberrasig.webs.com/apps/forums/topics

/show/8963524 

Tony, here is something really different. The 2 color profiles 

you can enlarge, & color detail pictures of the real plane as 

well. I call this reference excellence.  Carl 

http://models.primeportal.net/?p=3059 

Tony, a nice Lynx walk around. Carl http://aviapassionmaquette.free.fr/Aviapassion%20M

aquette%20photoscope%20LYNX.html 

Tony, these are 3 short videos of running up the motors on 

a Shackleton. The middle one is longer. The sound is great.  

Carl 

http://www.saafmuseum.org.za/category/aircraft/ 

Tony, this one is for the whole club, I think you will agree.  

Carl 

http://home.comcast.net/~bzee1b/Zeppelin/Zeppelin.

html 

https://youtube.googleapis.com/v/TneYPcyGbbY%26autoplay=1%26rel=0
https://youtube.googleapis.com/v/TneYPcyGbbY%26autoplay=1%26rel=0
http://www.austinsms.org/newsletter.php
http://www.militarymodelling.com/forums/postings.asp?th=43992
http://www.militarymodelling.com/forums/postings.asp?th=43992
http://militarymodels.co.nz/2012/04/06/photo-collection-sd-kfz-9-8-8cm-flak-37/
http://militarymodels.co.nz/2012/04/06/photo-collection-sd-kfz-9-8-8cm-flak-37/
http://www.mission4today.com/index.php?name=ForumsPro&file=viewtopic&t=18012
http://www.mission4today.com/index.php?name=ForumsPro&file=viewtopic&t=18012
http://www.mission4today.com/index.php?name=ForumsPro&file=viewtopic&t=18012
http://www.mission4today.com/index.php?name=ForumsPro&file=viewtopic&t=18012
http://www.toadmanstankpictures.com/axis.htm
http://home.comcast.net/~bzee1b/Chino/Chino.html
https://www.youtube.com/embed/ceuU1UQuwVU?feature=player_detailpage
https://www.youtube.com/embed/ceuU1UQuwVU?feature=player_detailpage
http://glostransporthistory.visit-gloucestershire.co.uk/IPMS_2009.htm
http://glostransporthistory.visit-gloucestershire.co.uk/IPMS_2009.htm
http://forum.scramble.nl/viewtopic.php?f=80&t=41272&sid=cd8c6c80ede52793f454425986a0870d
http://forum.scramble.nl/viewtopic.php?f=80&t=41272&sid=cd8c6c80ede52793f454425986a0870d
http://www.flickr.com/groups/1762706@N25/
http://ipmscanberrasig.webs.com/apps/forums/topics/show/8963524
http://ipmscanberrasig.webs.com/apps/forums/topics/show/8963524
http://models.primeportal.net/?p=3059
http://aviapassionmaquette.free.fr/Aviapassion%20Maquette%20photoscope%20LYNX.html
http://aviapassionmaquette.free.fr/Aviapassion%20Maquette%20photoscope%20LYNX.html
http://www.saafmuseum.org.za/category/aircraft/
http://home.comcast.net/~bzee1b/Zeppelin/Zeppelin.html
http://home.comcast.net/~bzee1b/Zeppelin/Zeppelin.html
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CLUB DIARY 2014 

January 15
th

 Club Night   

February 5
th

 

February 19
th

 

Club Night Extra 

Club Night 

February 15
th

 

 

Yeovilton Spring Show 

March 5
th

 

March 19
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

April 2
nd

  

April 16
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

April 12
th

 

 

Poole Vikings Show 

May 7
th

 

May 21
st

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night: Airfix Competition 

May 11
th 

May 31
st

 

Hendon Show 

IPMS Salisbury Show 

June 4
th

 

June 18
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

July 2
nd

 

July 16
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night: US Competition 

  

August 6
th

 

August 20
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

  

September 3
rd

 

September 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

September 14
th

  

September 20
th

 

Build a Model in a Day 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 1
st

 

October 15
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

October 11
th

 

October 25
th

 

Bovington Show 

Yeovilton Autumn Show 

November 5
th

 

November 19
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Annual Competition 

November 8
th

 / 9
th

 

November 30
th

  

Scale ModelWorld 2014 

Middle Wallop Show 

December 3
rd

 

December 17
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday January 15
th

   (8pm to 10pm) 

Ampfield Village Hall 

Morleys Lane 

Romsey 

Hampshire 

SO51 9BJ 

 

  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 

Richard Stewart 

Gray Sharpling 

Nigel Robins 

Carl Thurston 

Paul Adams 

Pat Camp 
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CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 

Magazine Editor  Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Treasurer  Steve Edwards  

Competition Secretary   Sean Summers 

Show Organiser   Paul Adams 

 

 

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information thus 

expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the editor or the club 

as a whole.  

Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2014 
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